Contact Information
800 886-9222 or 727 573-7847
Fax – 800 886-9229 or 727 573-0535
Regular hours of operation are Monday – Friday 9am-5pm EST, but we are available
24hr/day, 7 days/week for questions or special needs. If you need us after hours, just call our
toll free number and you will be directed to the person on-call. You may also leave a nonurgent message at an individual extension.
You may also visit our website at http://infuserveamerica.com

Pharmacists:
Call for questions regarding medications~
Randy Breton
ext 203
Anthony Wolfinbarger
ext 207
Kerry Earlywine
ext 250
Patient Coordination:
Call to place orders~
Orders@infuserveamerica.com
Call and ask for Case Management for any questions
Billing:
Call for questions regarding billing or insurance issues~
Ryan Cornwell

ext 202

Warehouse Manager:
Call for delivery questions~
John Goettsche
ext 219
Nursing Resource:
Call for questions regarding procedures, quality issues~
Elena Gustin, RN
ext 236
cell 727 266-9205
Please feel free to call our toll free number – anyone on staff will be happy to
assist you with any questions or concerns.

About Infuserve America
The roots of Infuserve America begin with the American dream. A young man (Sarkis
Kazarian) arrives in America from Armenia with very little money. He works hard, raises a
family and starts his own business with the help of his brothers and sisters. Kazarian
Pharmacy was born. By offering great products at reasonable prices, the pharmacy is a great
success for Mr. Kazarian and also for the patients who get their prescriptions filled there.
These basic principles are what drive Infuserve America.
My name is David Kazarian, and inspired by my father, I also became a pharmacist and took
over Kazarian Pharmacy. Soon after, I became interested in infusion therapy. When I moved
to Florida, Infuserve America was born.
Interfacing with various infusion companies, nursing agencies and insurance companies, I
became aware of practices others were using that did not promote quality care and even took
advantage of patients. I was outraged when patients that no longer had insurance coverage
had to pay inflated out of pocket prices they could not afford for services that were truly
needed. I vowed that Infuserve America would not be caught up in an unethical system, and
we have provided high quality and affordable services since inception.
At times, we may recommend a product or method of delivery that might be a little more
expensive. When we do this, we have good reason. In addition to being concerned about
your pocketbook, we are also concerned about your safety. Infusion services are not without
risk, and we want to take every precaution to guard against infections, and deliver
medications in a way that would comply with manufacturer’s recommendations for safety.
Infuserve America’s mission is to provide high quality, cost conscious, in-home infusion
medications, equipment and supplies. These services provided directly to you, the patient,
are designed to meet your needs in the comfort and safety of your own home.

Important Paperwork
It is important for you to sign some forms and send them back to us when you begin your
services. The Consent/Assignment of Benefits form is the document that allows your
insurance company to reimburse us.
Under the federal HIPAA privacy rule we are required to give you notice of our privacy
practices. The Notice of Privacy Acknowledgement is your agreement that we have
provided you with this information. We also provide you with a Patient’s Bill of Rights and
Responsibilities.
We will also include printed information about your medication. If you ever need to speak
with a pharmacist about medications, or a nurse about procedures, please do not hesitate to
call us.
If for any reason your service is not exceptional, we encourage you to communicate that to
us so we can remedy the problem. Please see the page with our contact information to
reach Elena Gustin for grievances, or one of the pharmacists. Additionally, we are accredited
by the Accreditation Commission for Healthcare (ACHC) and if grievances are not resolved
to your satisfaction, you may report this to them at 919 785-3011. You may also report
unexpected serious advers reactions, product quality problems, therapeutic failure and
product use errors to the FDA at 1-888-463-6332.
Copies of these forms are included in this booklet, in addition to the Acknowledgement
Form you need to return to us in the enclosed return envelope. We cannot bill your insurance
until we receive this form.

It is very important we receive this form as soon as possible!

Consent/Assignment of Benefits
1.

I wish to purchase health care products/medications and/or services from Infuserve America,
Inc., a privately owned home infusion therapy company.
2. I attest that my home is suitable for home infusion therapy as I have running water,
refrigeration, electricity and a telephone.
3. I understand that my physician is solely responsible for diagnosing and prescribing drugs and
therapy for my condition and otherwise supervising and controlling my medical care. I also
understand that Infuserve America, Inc. services do not include diagnostic, prescriptive or
other functions typically performed by a licensed physician.
4. I agree to hold Infuserve America, its employees, representatives, volunteers, team members
and agents free from all liability, claim, loss, damage or expense of any kind that may arise
out of or is in any way connected to my participation in this service, including any claims
based on negligence, action or inaction of any of the above parties.
5. I hereby authorize my healthcare providers to furnish to an agent of Infuserve America, Inc.
any records pertaining to my medical history, services, or treatment, as needed. I further
authorize Infuserve America, Inc. to release any medical information to other parties or health
agencies involved in my care, or any regulatory or accrediting bodies that may be surveying
Infuserve America, Inc.
6. I hereby authorize Infuserve America, Inc. to furnish my insurance carrier(s) or its agent(s) any
medical information concerning my medical history, services rendered or treatments, as
needed to process claims. I understand Infuserve America does not guarantee that my
insurance will pay for my services, but they will bill my insurance company as a courtesy to
me.
7. I assign and transfer to Infuserve America, Inc. any and all rights to receive any insurance
benefits otherwise payable to me for products or services provided by Infuserve America, Inc.
I authorize my insurance company(ies) to furnish to any agent of Infuserve America, Inc. any
and all information pertaining to my insurance benefits and status of claims submitted by
Infuserve America, Inc. I understand I must sign the acknowledgement form, which allows my
insurance company to make payments directly to Infuserve America.
8. Insurance payments are normally made within 30-60 days from time of billing. If my insurance
company has not made payment within 60 days, Infuserve America will not take further action
unless I specifically request it.
9. In the event that any insurance carrier does not accept “assignment of benefits,” I understand
that all correspondence and payments for Infuserve America, Inc. may be sent directly to me. I
agree that when such payments are received, I will hold them in trust for Infuserve America,
Inc. for payment of my bill.
10. I understand that I can make payment for services by either personal check, or by endorsing
the insurance payment by writing “pay to the order of Infuserve America, Inc.” and my
signature. In the event that the insurance payment is less than the outstanding bill, I
understand that I will be personally responsible for the difference.
11. I also grant the right to Infuserve America, Inc. to obtain a copy of the insured’s policy from the
insurer if necessary.
12. Should Infuserve be able to recover payment from my insurance, I understand Infuserve will
reimburse me for corresponding payments I have made.

Notice of Privacy
Your health information is guarded at Infuserve America, Inc.
We do not provide information to other companies, allow others to mine for data research, or
do anything else for marketing purposes with information concerning you and your treatment.
We are required to:
 Provide you with this notice
 Abide by the terms of this notice
 Accommodate any reasonable request you make
 Notify you if we are unable to agree to a requested restriction
 Obtain your written authorization to use or disclose your health information except
otherwise stated in your Consent
What is my health information? This includes all the items in your medical record, such as
your prescription, your lab work, communications with your physician or nurse, etc. That
information is necessary for us to administer our business with you, advise you about your
health and bill your insurance. It also includes identifying information, such as your name,
phone number, address, social security number, etc.
Information we may disclose to third parties – Occasionally, Infuserve America, Inc. might
be required to provide information to a third party not affiliated with your healthcare to
complete a transaction or if required by law to do so. Examples of this might be a response to
a subpoena or court order, judicial process, regulatory authorities or law enforcement.
Additionally, we may disclose information to the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) of
adverse events with respect to supplements, products or post marketing surveillance
information to enable product recalls, repairs or replacements. We also may disclose
information about you as required to medical examiners, coroners, or funeral directors to
allow them to perform their lawful duties. If you are an organ donor, we may disclose health
information about you to organizations that help with procurement and transplantation.
Use of your health information – Infuserve America will use your healthcare information to
provide you with prescribed supplies, medication and services. We may need to
communicate with other health professionals to coordinate your care. We disclose
information on a need to know basis only. We may also need to disclose information to
obtain payment for services, when you have authorized us to do so. We may communicate
with you via telephone, e-mail, or mailings. We will deliver medication to the address you
have specified via courier or delivery company. We may also leave messages on your
telephone regarding your shipment, unless you specify otherwise.

Patient’s Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
1. Every patient has the right to be treated with courtesy and respect, with appreciation
of his or her individual dignity, and with protection of his or her need for privacy. This
includes being provided with the organization’s Notice of Privacy Information, including
privacy of Protected Health Information, and the agency’s policies regarding
disclosure of such.
2. A patient has the right to a prompt and reasonable response to questions and
requests.
3. A patient has the right to know who is providing medical services and who is
responsible for his or her care, and the right to freely choose health care providers and
services. You also have the right to be informed of any limitations the providers may
have.
4. A patient has the right to know what patient support services are available, including
whether an interpreter is available if he or she does not speak English.
5. A patient has the right to know what rules and regulations apply to his or her conduct.
6. A patient has the right to be given, by the health care provider, information concerning
diagnosis, planned course of treatment, alternatives, risks, and prognosis. The patient
should participate in planning his/her care and services.
7. A patient has the right to refuse any treatment, except as otherwise provided by law.
8. A patient has the right to be given, upon request, full information and necessary
counseling on the availability of known financial resources for his or her care.
9. A patient who is eligible for Medicare has the right to know, upon request and in
advance of treatment, whether the health care provider or health care facility accepts
the Medicare assignment rate.
10. A patient has the right to receive, upon request, prior to treatment, a reasonable
estimate of charges for medical care, medications and supplies.
11. A patient has the right to be informed of any financial benefits when referred to an
organization.
12. A patient has the right to receive a copy of a reasonably clear and understandable,
itemized bill and, upon request, to have the charges explained.
13. A patient has the right to impartial access to medical treatment or accommodations,
regardless of race, national origin, religion, handicap, sexual orientation, or source of
payment.
14. A patient has the right to treatment for any emergency medical condition that will
deteriorate from failure to provide treatment.
15. A patient has the right to know if medical treatment is for purposes of experimental
research and to give his or her consent or refusal to participate in such experimental
research.
16. A patient has the right to express grievances regarding any violation of his or her
rights, through the grievance procedure of the health care provider or health care
facility which served him or her and to the appropriate state licensing agency. If you
have a grievance complaint against Infuserve America, Inc., please call: 1800 8869222, and ask to speak with David Kazarian, President, or Elena Gustin, VP of
Operations. You have the right to have you grievances properly investigated.

17. A patient is responsible for providing to the health care provider, to the best of his or
her knowledge, accurate and complete information about present complaints, past
illnesses, hospitalizations, medications, and other matters relating to his or her health.
18. A patient is responsible for reporting unexpected changes in his or her condition to the
health care provider.
19. A patient is responsible for reporting to the health care provider whether he or she
comprehends a contemplated course of action and what is expected of him or her.
20. A patient is responsible for following the treatment plan recommended by the health
care provider.
21. A patient is responsible for keeping appointments and, when he or she is unable to do
so for any reason, for notifying the health care provider or health care facility.
22. A patient is responsible for his or her actions if he or she refuses treatment or does not
follow the health care provider's instructions. This includes requesting refills for
medications prescribed.
23. A patient is responsible for assuring that the financial obligations of his or her health
care are fulfilled as promptly as possible.
24. A patient is responsible for following health care facility rules and regulations affecting
patient care and conduct.
25. A patient is responsible for following health care facility rules and regulations affecting
patient care and conduct.

Procedures
The following pages will give you some basic information and help you perform procedures
related to your therapy. Not all the information may relate to you and your treatment. Please
understand that this is general information, and in certain situations, you may have
individualized needs. In every case, if you receive information from your health care
provider that is different, please follow their recommendations.
We recommend seeking professional instructions for certain procedures so that the doctor or
nurse can verify that you are performing them correctly. Procedures such as sterile dressing
changes, injections, use of butterfly needles, and others require a certain amount of expertise
and you can injure yourself or cause an infection if you have not been taught to perform them
correctly.

Please call us if you have any questions or concerns!
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Handwashing

Infections in patients that have an IV access (PICC lines, ports or peripheral IVs) can be very
serious, even life threatening. Handwashing is the one thing you can do that is most effective
in preventing infections. We recommend following the following guidelines, endorsed by the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
1. Turn the faucet on and adjust the water until it is comfortably warm. Do not use water
that is too hot – it tends to open the skin pores and remove skin oils. Repeated
exposure to hot water may increase the risk of dermatitis.
2. Wet hands and wrist thoroughly with water.
3. Apply a liquid antimicrobial soap as recommended by the manufacturer and lather
well.
4. Rub hands together vigorously, for at least 15 seconds covering all surfaces of the
hands and fingers. (If you sing the “Happy Birthday” song twice to yourself while
washing, that should do it!)
5. Rinse hands with water and dry with a clean, disposable paper towel.
6. Use the paper towel to turn off the faucet.

Flushing Your IV Access
There are many different protocols for flushing your IV access and this depends on several
factors. What type of line do you have (PICC line, port, peripheral line?) How are you using
your line – continuously or intermittently? Is it one lumen or two? What type of catheter is it?
What solutions does your doctor want you to use - saline alone or saline and heparin?
Following are general guidelines for flushing - for more specific information, please consult
your healthcare provider.
Infuserve America provides prefilled saline and heparin flushes for your convenience. They
are ready to use; the solution is already in the syringe.

1. Wash your hands.

2. Gather your supplies. This should include
alcohol wipes and your flushes.

3. Vigorously wipe the end of your connector
attached to your line with an alcohol prep.

4. Take the syringe out of the outer plastic bag
and remove the cap. Very Important: The
end of the syringe must not touch anything
else once the cap is removed! (The end of
the syringe must remain sterile.)

5. The syringe may have a little air bubble in it.
By holding the syringe upright with the plunger
at the bottom you can gently push up on the
plunger and until the air bubble is gone and
you see a drop of the solution come out the tip.

6. Attach the syringe to your connector at the end
of your line. Do this by holding the connector in
one hand, and twisting the syringe on, so it does
not come off. You will need to exert some
pressure to twist it on. The syringe should stay
attached to your line when you let go.
7. Exert pressure on the plunger of the syringe to
flush your line. The fluid should empty into your
line with only slight pressure. Should you feel
significant resistance and are not able to flush,
contact your Healthcare Provider.
8. These syringes are one-time use only. You should not re-use a syringe as this will not
maintain sterility.
If you are infusing a medication, you will connect the end of your tubing in the same way you
attached the flush syringe – it will twist on. Be sure to wipe your connector vigorously with an
alcohol prep before connecting!
You will always precede and follow medication with a saline flush. Heparin is used in some
cases to maintain the patency of your line (keep your line open.) This would be used after the
second saline. There is an acronym to help you remember: SASH

Saline, Additive (the medication), Saline, Heparin
Please see the next page for instruction regarding your Swab Cap, a device
that prevents infection!

Central Line Dressing Change
A central line (PICC, port, Hickman or other tunneled catheter) dressing change is a sterile
procedure. Because of this, we strongly recommend that you receive training by a healthcare
professional familiar with central line care and maintenance. There are many subtle ways a
sterile surface can become contaminated, which puts you at risk for blood stream infections.
These infections can be very serious, and even life threatening. The central line dressings
should be changed a minimum of every seven days – every 48hr if gauze is used. If at any
time the dressing peels, becomes wet underneath, becomes dirty, etc. it should be changed
immediately. All components that can be changed (extension sets, connectors, securement
devices, etc.) should be changed whenever a dressing change is performed. As always,
follow your healthcare provider’s recommendations for the care and maintenance of your
line. Below is a description of the components in a standard dressing kit, and how they are
used.
1. Mask – Used by the person changing the dressing –
usually not the patient. Have the patient turn their head
away from the area to avoid breathing directly on the
area.

2. Sterile gloves – these are put on in a special way after
you have finished touching anything that does not have to
be sterile. Anything you touch after the gloves are applied
must be sterile.

3. Towel – to be used as a drape for a sterile field.

4. Tape measure – some agencies and healthcare providers
recommend measurements be taken of the catheter to
make sure it has not moved in or out too much.

5. Alcohol swabstick – this is meant to be used to clean
the catheter as it sometimes becomes sticky with the
adhesive from the dressing. It is not meant for your skin.

6. Chloraprep spongestick – After squeezing together
the “wings” on the stick, an antiseptic is released and
saturates the sponge. This is meant to be used at and
around the site as a “scrub.” Use it with a back and forth
scrubbing action. Allow to completely dry on the skin
(do not wipe off.)
7. Gauze pads – included for convenience – they are NOT
meant to stay under the dressing. If gauze is used under
the clear dressing, the entire dressing must be changed
within 48hrs, as it can be a breeding ground for bacteria.

8. Griplock securement device – used to secure the
catheter from moving back and forth.

9. Tegaderm CHG dressing – used to cover the entire area.
The gel pad with the antimicrobial is placed directly over
the catheter insertion site. Make sure the area is
COMPLETELY DRY before applying the dressing as
covering a damp area can be a source of irritation. If the
gel pad becomes very “squishy” and swollen after a few
days, it is time to change the dressing.

10. Tape – used to secure tubing as needed.

Other Products
1. Basic Dressing Change Kit – Essentially the same
components with the exception of the Grip Lock
securement device and the Tegaderm CHG. This kit
contains a basic Tegaderm dressing without the
antimicrobial. To be used if you are using another
securement device, another dressing, etc.
2. Betadine Dressing Change Kit – this kit contains
Betadine swabsticks instead of Chlorhexidine for
those patients that are allergic to Chlorhexidine.
It does not contain the Griplock (that may be
purchased separately.) The Tegaderm in this kit does
not contain CHG.
3. Statlock – a securement device that requires the
“wings” of the PICC line be placed over the prongs of
the device and then secured by flipping over the
plastic pieces.

4. Biopatch – an antimicrobial disc that is placed
around the catheter site. This patch contains
Chlorhexidine. It must be added to the sterile field
in a sterile manner. It must be placed around the
catheter with the BLUE SIDE UP. It should also be
applied such that the slit on the disc is below the
catheter and the catheter rests upon the slit, with
the edges of the slit touching each other. Must be
purchased separately.
5. AMD Disc – similar to the Biopatch except that it
contains the antimicrobial Polyhexamethylene
Biguanide (PHMB.) It can be applied with either
side down, and goes around the catheter at the
insertion site with the slit under the catheter The
edges of the slit should touch each other. It must
be purchased separately and be added to the sterile
field in a sterile manner.

6. Silverlon – similar to the Biopatch and the AMD disc,
but the active ingredient is silver. This product must
first be ACTIVATED WITH STERILE SALINE
BEFORE IT IS APPLIED. This must be done in a
sterile manner, and dispensed on to the sterile field
in a sterile manner. It is placed around the catheter
with the SILVER SIDE DOWN. It is also is applied so
the slit rests below the catheter and the edges of the
slit touch each other. This is also a product that would
be purchased separately.

7. IV 3000 Op Site, Sorbaview – these are alternate
dressings that could be tried if there is a sensitivity
to the Tegaderm. In most cases, the Tegaderm is
very well tolerated, particularly the Tegaderm CHG.
If an irritation develops, often it is because the
Chloraprep was not allowed to dry completely.
However, some patients require a different dressing
and these are two options. They are purchased
separately.

8. Skin Prep – packaged in an individual pad applicator,
similar to alcohol wipes, this product is applied to the
skin after the site is cleaned and before the dressing is
applied. It is allowed to dry and creates a “tacky” film
which protects the skin from irritation due to the
dressing. It should be applied to intact skin. Some
patients find it increases irritation rather than
diminishes it. It is purchased separately.

9. Extension sets – changed with every dressing change
and comes with a needleless connector attached.
Remember to flush the line with saline before attaching.
The extension set should be attached directly to the
catheter hub – no additional connector is necessary at
the catheter. Purchased separately.

10. Huber Needles and Connectors – used to access a
port. The needles are right angled and come in
various sizes. The needles come with an extension
tubing attached, and require a needleless connector
be added in order to connect and disconnect flushes
and medication to the line.

11. Spandage – soft stockinet used to slip over the arm
and hold the catheter and tubing in place. Does not
need to be sterile, as it is used after the dressing is
applied. Comes in a long roll, in different widths, and
you would be cut the length you require. Purchased
separately.

12. AquaGuard – used to protect the dressing from
becoming wet during a shower or bath. This product
comes in a “sleeve” used for PICC lines and in a
large square with adhesive around the edges used
for tunneled catheters and ports. Purchased
separately.

Elastomeric Pumps
Also known as Eclipse Pumps, Intermates, “Ball Pumps”
An elastomeric pump is a device that infuses medication once the tubing is unclamped. Built
with an elastic balloon inside a very tough outer cover, the device pushes intravenous
medication through tubing and a filter that is attached to the reservoir. The pharmacy fills the
devices with your medication in a sterile environment then ships them to you, ready to use. It
infuses at a specified rate. There are several advantages to infusing your medication in this
way. The storage and stability of the drug is longer since these can be refrigerated or frozen,
depending on the medication. The elastomeric pump does not run by gravity as a regular IV
does. It is totally portable so you are not attached to an IV pole; it can be carried in a pocket
or pouch. Because the device comes with tubing, you will not need to use additional IV tubing
for the infusion, decreasing your expense and manipulation of the system, which decreases
chances of introducing an infection.

Directions for Use
1. As always before any procedures wash your hands
according to the guidelines in this manual.
2. Gather the supplies necessary. This should include
medication in the pump, flushes as directed, and
alcohol wipes. (If your medication has been
refrigerated, allow 4-6hrs to bring to room
temperature.)
3. Check the medication label on the pump. It should have your name, the medication
name, dosage, and expiration date. Please call Infuserve with any problems or
discrepancies.
4. Check the integrity of the pump. It should not have any leaks, cracks or defects. Call
Infuserve if you should see any of these.
5. You will need to “prime” the tubing (remove the air.)
To do this, remove the cap at the end of the tubing,
making sure the tip of the tubing does not touch
anything else after the cap is removed. Hold the
end of the tubing in your non-dominant hand while
opening the clamp that is attached to the tubing,
allowing the liquid to flow through until you see a
few drops come out the end. Close the clamp and
replace the cap on the end.

Drop

6. You are now ready to infuse your medication. Wipe
the connector on the end of your IV line vigorously
with an alcohol prep, or, if you are using a Swab
Cap, remove the Swab Cap. Flush with saline as
directed.

7. Wipe the connector again with another alcohol
prep. Remove the cap from the end of the tubing on
the pump and connect the line to your connector.
Make sure you twist the end on snugly.

8. Open the clamp on your line and allow the fluid to
run.

Clamp

9. When your infusion is complete, close the clamp on the tubing. Remove the tubing
from your connector and throw away the pump and tubing.
10. Wipe your connector with another alcohol prep and flush your IV access as directed.
Cap with a Swab Cap.

Spiking Your IV Bag
You will need to attach a tubing to your IV bag in order to infuse your solution or medication.
This is called “spiking” the bag. Follow your healthcare provider’s instructions for how often
you should use new tubing. In general, if you are infusing continuously, you should change
your tubing every three days (except for TPN; that is changed every time you hang a new
bag.) If your infusions are intermittent, (meaning they are interrupted and you are not
infusing for a period of time - even a few hours) then you should change your tubing every
24hrs. You will always use a separate tubing if you are infusing different medications.

1. Wash your hands.

2. Gather your supplies. This should include your IV bag
and tubing.

3. Always check your medication label, making sure the information is correct – your
name, name of the medication, dosage, expiration, etc. If there are any
discrepancies, call us immediately.
4. Your IV bag may be in an outer plastic covering. If so, peel off the outer packaging.
5. The IV bag will typically have two “ports” at the bottom. These will look like small
pieces of tubing that are part of the IV bag. One is used to inject medications into the
bag and has a beige stopper on the end. This stopper does not
come off. You will not be using this one. You will be using the IV tubing port.

Medication Port

Medication Port

IV tubing port

6. The cap of the IV tubing port pulls off. It may be blue or clear plastic. This is the port
you will use to insert the end of the tubing. Hang your bag on the IV pole and pull off
the cap. (Don’t worry, the fluid will stay in the bag!) Do not let the tip of
this port touch anything else once the cap is off.

7. Open the package with the IV tubing.
8. You will see a roller clamp on the tubing. It will be
open. Slide the roller to the bottom until it pinches
the tubing. That is the “off” position.

9. Some types of tubing have a pinch clamp instead of a
roller clamp. If this is the case, pinch the clamp closed.

10. Identify the end of the tubing that attaches to the IV bag.
The drip chamber will be on that end. This is the part
of the tubing where you can watch the fluid dripping.
11. Remove the plastic cap that is on the end of the tubing.
This exposes a plastic “spike.” Do not let the
“spike” touch anything once you have removed the
cap. It should stay sterile, as it will go into the IV bag.
(Note: There may be a vent on the drip chamber. Do
not manipulate that; it is not necessary for your
Remove this cap
type of therapy.)

12. While holding the port on your IV bag with your
non-dominant hand, insert the spike. It will take some
pressure, and you should continue to insert it until it
will go no further.

Do not open this vent

13. Squeeze the drip chamber a few times until it is
1/3 – ½ full of fluid.

14. Remove the cap on the other end of the tubing. Don’t
throw this away, as you will need to replace it momentarily.
It is important that the end of the tubing not touch
you or any other surfaces. It will attach to your IV
access and must remain sterile.

15. Now open the roller clamp on the tubing with one hand
while holding the tip of the tubing with your other hand.
You may want to hold this over a receptacle. Watch the
fluid come out the end – when the air is out of the line you
may close the roller clamp. Removing the air from the line
is called “priming” your tubing. A few “champagne bubbles”
in the line is fine, however, you should not have large
bubbles in your line. Keep running the fluid through the line
until they are gone.

If you have bubbles ½ inch or larger,
keep running fluid through the line
until they are gone.

These tiny bubbles are OK

16. Replace the cap on the end of the tubing. You are now ready to flush your IV access
(see instructions) and infuse your medication.

Using Your Vial-Mates
The Vial-Mate is an adapter that allows us to connect a vial of powder medication to your
infusion bag. This is already done for you at Infuserve in sterile conditions, so all you need to
do is activate the device to reconstitute the medication. This allows us to ship to you without
refrigeration, decreasing your cost. Because the medication is stable for a longer period of
time before reconstituting, we can also ship more medication to you, further decreasing your
shipping cost.

1. Wash your hands.

2. Gather your supplies. This will include your infusion bag with the Vial-Mate and
medication attached. Refer to the instructions for flushing your IV line, spiking your
bag and administering your medication.
3. Always check your medication label, making sure the information is correct – your
name, name of the medication, dosage, expiration, etc. If there are any discrepancies,
call Infuserve America immediately.
4. Look at the Vial-Mate – this is the connector that
attaches the vial of medication to your IV bag.
You will see there are ridges on both the blue
and white sections.

5. Twist the pieces so that the ridges line up in
a straight line. You will hear a “click.”

6. Push the blue section into the white section.
This will allow the fluid from the bag to flow
into the vial.

7. Turn bag so the vial is downward. Squeeze
solution from the bag into the vial until the vial is
half full.

8. Gently shake the vial (with the bag attached) so that the medication dissolves. You
should not see any particle floating.
9. You now need to get the medication into the
bag so you can infuse it. Flip the bag around
so that the vial is now on top. Squeeze the bag;
this will force air into the vial and allow the
medication to flow down into the bag. Repeat
until the vial is empty. This may take several
repetitions.

10. When the vial is empty, the contents are now in the bag and you are ready to infuse
your medication as prescribed.
11. DO NOT remove the vial mate from the bag. Just leave it attached.

Activating and Using Your addEASE

1. Check to make sure your addEASE connector is
firmly attached to the vial and the IV bag and has
not yet been activated. #1

2. To activate squeeze or flex the IV bag firmly while
holding with the vial down. You may see a small
white plug in the vial as the liquid begins to go into
the vial. This is normal. #2
3. Continue to squeeze and release the IV bag repeatedly
Until the vial is about half full of liquid. Do not overfill.
4. Gently mix, so that the powder in the vial dissolves.
5. Once the powder has dissolved, turn the unit around
so that the vial is above the IV bag. Squeeze or flex the
IV bag so that the liquid from the vial runs into the IV bag.
A few drops of medication may remain in the bottom of
the vial. #3

6. You are now ready to spike your IV bag and begin your
infusion. #4

Important! Do not disconnect the vial from the bag after reconstitution. It can just
hang there.

Administering Your IV Infusion
Your IV medications are ordered to be given a certain way by your physician.
Sometimes, medication is ordered to be infused with an elastomeric pump. If this is your
situation, please see the instructions specific to this device.
In some situations, the IV may be controlled by the roller clamp. Just adjust the clamp up to
run the fluid in faster and down to slow it down. You will notice the droplets in the drip
chamber of the tubing will indicate the speed at which the infusion is running.
Certain medications may be given by attaching a syringe to your line and pushing the
medication in very slowly. You may have received specific information, depending on the
medication you are receiving, related to the time it should take you to push it in.
Some patients may have a flow control device in their IV tubing that allows the fluid or
medication to run in at a prescribed rate. This allows you to “dial in” the speed at which the
infusion will drip.

You will line up the blue line with the rate at which
the infusion should flow. This picture show the
device turned to the “off” position.

This picture illustrates the device turned to 125.
This means that your infusion will flow at a rate
of 125ml per hour.

This picture shows the device turned to “open.”
This setting would typically be used to flush or
prime the line. You will see the fluid running
quickly in the drip chamber.

Capping Your IV Line
If you are receiving more than one infusion throughout the day, you may use the same IV
tubing, with some provisions. The medication you infuse through the same line must be the
same. If you are infusing different medications, then you will need to use a different tubing for
each one. You may not use the same tubing longer than 24hrs. The exception to this is if you
are infusing fluids continuously (without interruptions.) In this case, you may use the same
tubing for 72hrs. If you are infusing TPN, the tubing is changed with every bag, typically
every 24hrs.
If you are interrupting your infusions and can use the same tubing, it is very important to keep
the end of the tubing sterile. The tip that plugs in to your connector must not touch
anything else. To maintain the sterility of the end of the tubing, you will need to use an end
cap.

1. Wash your hands.

2. Your end cap will come in sterile packaging.
Peel back the paper, and leave the cap in
the plastic.

3. At the end of your infusion, unplug the
IV from your connector and place the end cap
on the tip of the tubing.

4. Leave the empty IV bag connected to your
tubing. Coil the tubing so that the tip with the
cap is protected and not dragging on the
floor. Flush your IV as directed.
5. When it is time for your next infusion, simply
take down the used bag and spike your next
bag with this tubing, following those directions.

Reconstituting Your Medication
While there are many steps in the following procedure, we recommend performing all the
steps in this order, and not skipping any steps. This is for your protection, as infections can
be very serious, even life threatening. Once you do this a few times, it will become second
nature, and the procedure will be easy.

1. Wash your hands.

2. Gather your supplies. This should include the vial
of medication, the vial of sterile water or saline (this is
called the diluent,) 2 empty syringes, two needles,
sharps container, elastomeric pump prefilled with
with saline, and alcohol wipes. You should have a clean,
solid surface work area, such as a table that has
been wiped with an antiseptic wipe.
3. Always check your medication label, making sure the information is correct – your
name, name of the medication, dosage, expiration, etc. If there are any discrepancies,
call Infuserve America immediately.
4. You will need to remove the plastic covers from the tops
of the medication vial and sterile water vial. To do this,
place your thumb on the edge of the plastic top and flip
it up so that the tops pop off. You will expose a rubber
stopper.
5. Wipe these rubber stoppers vigorously with an alcohol
wipe. Use two different wipes, one for each. After wiping,
you should not touch these rubber stoppers again.
6. Open the package with the needle. The needle
will have a cover protecting it – you may hold it
there. Do not touch the end of the needle that
attaches to the syringe. This part of the needle
must remain sterile. It should not touch anything
other than the tip of the syringe, which is also sterile.

7. Open the package with the syringe. Do not touch
the exposed tip. Attach the needle to the syringe by
twisting it on. Again, you may handle the needle by the
cover that protects the needle.
8. Remove the cover from the needle. Do not touch the needle.

9. Holding the syringe in your non-dominant hand, pull
back on the plunger to the prescribed amount of diluent.
The syringe will be filled with air.

10. Pierce the vial of diluent with the needle and inject
the air into the vial. This will make it easy for you to
withdraw the fluid.

11. Turn the syringe and vial so that the vial is at the top.
Hold the syringe and vial together with your
non-dominant hand.
12. Pull back on the plunger of the syringe, withdrawing the
fluid into it, until you have the correct amount. You will
need to keep an eye on the tip of the needle inside
the vial so that it remains “under water.” You may have
to withdraw it from the vial (carefully so that you do not
touch the shaft of the needle) to keep the tip below fluid level.
13. Once you have the correct amount you need in the syringe, remove the needle
completely from the vial.
14. Pierce the stopper on your vial of medication with
the needle.
15. Inject the diluent into the vial of medication. Withdraw

16. Gently agitate the vial, making sure the medication
dissolves completely. You should not see floating
particles.
17. Open a new syringe and needle, and place the needle
on the tip of the syringe as you did previously. Again,
it is important that the tip of the syringe, and the
end of the needle that attaches to it, only touch each
other. Should they come in contact with you or another
surface, please discard them and start again.
18. Vigorously wipe the rubber stopper of your medication
vial with alcohol.
19. Pierce the rubber stopper of the medication vial with
the fresh needle and syringe.
20. Turn the syringe with the vial connected upside down,
and withdraw the medication into the syringe. Again,
make sure the tip of the syringe is “under water” the as
you withdraw the plunger. Withdraw as much of the fluid
as you can from the vial.
If you are putting your medication into an IV bag:

21. You will see your IV bag has two “ports” at the bottom. Wipe
the end of the rubber stopper with an alcohol prep.
Use this port to inject medication in bag

22. Pierce the stopper with the needle attached to the syringe,
and inject the medication in the syringe into the bag.
23. Follow the directions for “Spiking Your IV Bag” and
“Administering Your IV Infusion.”

If you are putting your medication into an elastomeric pump (a “home ball”):

24. Carefully remove the needle from the syringe and dispose
in your sharps container. Again, make sure the exposed
end of the syringe does not touch anything.
The end of the syringe should not
touch anything

25. Remove the cap on the top of the pump, being careful
that the exposed tip does not touch anything.

26. Attach the syringe with the medication in it to the tip of the
pump by screwing it on snuggly. Inject the contents of the
syringe into the pump. Replace the cap.

27. You are now ready to infuse your medication. Please follow the instructions for using
the “Elastomeric Pump.”

My Medication Specific Instructions
My Medication is:___________________________________________
Dosage:___________________________________________________
How often:_________________________________________________
To reconstitute the medication, I add:
__________ML of _______________________ (diluent) to the vial of
medication

